Friday, March 19th, 2021
08:00 am - 12:00 pm PST / 16h00 - 20h00 CET
ENRICH in the USA is proud to present its Funding Summit at SXSW Online 2021. This virtual event
will be introducing a selection of 24 Global startups representing 11 European and Associated
Countries to 24+ top US investors (early stage VCs, business angels and equity accelerators - from
the Silicon Valley in majority) and ENRICH in the USA soft landing hubs and ecosystems experts.

Zoom Conference - Link
Meeting ID: 631 412 0086 - Passcode: enrichsxsw
One tape mobile: +16699006833,,6314120086#,,,,,,0#,,7303981760# US (San Jose)
or Find your local number: https://temple.zoom.us/u/ac7Ar9gGoS
Meeting ID: 631 412 0086 - Passcode: 7303981760

Agenda
Welcome and Introduction from ENRICH in the USA Centers and Hubs (30 min)
Dive into 4 start-up ecosystems to understand the best for your venture.
We are delighted to receive special tech stakeholders from Philadelphia, Austin, North Virginia and North
California representing ENRICH soft-landing Hubs and Centers.

Two pitch sessions of 3 rooms in parallel (1 hour 40 minutes each)
Each room represents a theme : Room#1 TechforHealth followed by TechforGood, Room#2 TechforCity
followed by TechforBiz, and Room#3 TechforEntertainment (Music, Cinema, Media, XR, and Gaming
included).
Each session starts with a 20 min reverse pitch from investors and ecosystem experts followed by 4 x 20
min pitch from startups (5 min of pitch and 10 min of Q&A).

Contacts:
Blandine Chantepie-Kari, International & ENRICH Programs Manager | blandineENRICH@temple.edu | +1 267-243-5088
Sebastien Torre, ENRICH Program & Platforms Senior Consultant | sebastienENRICH@temple.edu | +1 619-382-8442

Thank you to our partners and sponsors

Selected Start-ups
Acqustic - Barcelona, Spain | Entertainment | http://acqustic.com | Acqustic is a new platform that
allows emerging musicians to grow from zero to hero. Bringing the record label concept to a mobile app
for artists that includes: music career opportunities, digital distribution, playlisting, rights management
and invoicing. | Esteve Lombarte Llado, CEO | esteve.lombarte@acqustic.com

Advantis Medical Imaging - Eindhoven, Netherlands | Health | http://advantis.io | Advantis Medical
Imaging develops advanced cloud-based software solutions which improve the detection efficiency of
severe human pathologies. | Paris Ziogkas, COO & Head of BD | pz@advantis.io

Aulart - Barcelona, Spain | Music | www.aulart.com | They offer Masterclass Video On Demand,
Bootcamps and Mentoring sessions with top leader international artists and professionals. Thanks to
their unique updated curated content catalog not available in classical education, they offer updated highquality content validated by top music industry professionals. | Marc Marzenit, CEO & Founder |
marc@aulart.com

Circulr - Barcelona, Spain | Consumer Product | www.neckphone.io | The reinvention of the
headphones. Circulr is opening a new world of opportunities through sound tech hardware & software
disruption with a patented open-ear sound technology. Absolute freedom with a seamless on and offline
voice-controlled interface, 100% handsfree. | Enoc Armengol Bermúdez, CEO | enoc@buoqon.com

Clobot - Monza, Italy | Robotic | http://clobot.uk | Autonomous apparel production robots to help the
apparel production industry to reduce manufacturing cost by 40%. The T-Bot can produce 10.000 TShirts in one day without any support of humans. | Damiano Bonacchi, CEO |
damiano.bonacchi@clobot.uk

Crowdaa - Paris, France | Social Networking | https://www.crowdaa.com | Crowdaa is a "Wix for
Community-oriented native mobiles apps". They enable non-developers to build, deploy and publish
apps on iOS and Android in a few clicks and provide them with a 360-solution including e-commerce,
CMS, CRM, geolocations and data-collection tools to operate the apps, distribute their content and
manage their crowd. | Vigile Hoareau, CEO/CTO | vigile@crowdaa.com
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Dayrize - Amsterdam, Netherlands | Marketplace | http://dayrize.com | Dayrize.com is a unique
online consumer marketplace for sustainable products, with a mission to change consumption patterns
from linear to circular economic consumption. The marketplace will service the rapidly growing
consumer demand for environmentally friendly products and services. | Austin Simms, COO |
austin@dayrize.com

Dromni - München, Germany | Drones | http://dromni.eu | Based on 3D data from drones, their
software reconstructs the surrounding into a real-time virtual reality environment. Intuitive to use and
easy to control, they enable everyone to perceive and interact with the environment without having to
travel to the location. They are focusing on fire fighters as their early adopters, due to the need for higher
situational awareness during emergencies and lower drones’ regulations. | Rafael Kückelhaus, CMO &
Co-founder | r.kueckelhaus@tum.de
HOP Ubiquitous (HOPU) - Murcia, Spain | IoT | www.hopu.eu | HOPU specializes in IoT market
with a full solution called Smart Spot for creating smart and sustainable environments; environmental
monitoring (air quality) and ambient monitoring (noise, temperature, humidity, light level, etc.) and also
weather stations for accurate systems monitoring. | Antonio Jara, CEO & Founder | jara@hopu.org

Ligence - Vilnius, Lithuania | Health | https://www.ligence.io | Ligence is deep learning algorithms
that are trained to recognize different heart pictures and perform different measurements on them so that
a medical professional can skip doing them manually and instead focus on the patient. | Dovydas
Matuliauskas, CFO | d.matuliauskas@ligence.io

Melbot Studio - Barcelona, Spain | Entertainment | www.melbot.es | They are a video game studio
with a knack for innovation. Their latest project released last year was a multi-platform video game, and
an interactive toy, out of the box to say the least for an indie studio. Their next project is an online
multiplayer extravaganza intended to change the way viewers and content creators (streamers) interact
with each other, breaking the wall between audiences and creators, and encouraging players to become
creators on the way. | Josema Roig, COO | josema@melbot.es
Mirage Set - Czech Republic & Austin, United States | Video Production | https://mirageset.com |
Creating an app that aims to improve video production for live and synchronous video communication.
| Michal Toporcer, CEO | business@mirageset.com

MJN - Blanes, Spain | Medical Devices | https://mjn.cat | This company is dedicated to the design,
manufacture and marketing of medical devices to improve the quality of life of people. The first device
developed by mjn-neuro is a portable device in the form of a helmet to measure the risk of epileptic
seizures and record them continuously. | Jordina Arcal, Co-founder | jarcal@mjn.cat

MoodMe - Brussels, Belgium | AI | www.mood-me.com | MoodMe vision is to apply Artificial
Intelligence Face Analytics to create Augmented Reality Face – centric experiences. | Chandra De
Keyser, CEO | chandra.dekeyser@mood-me.com
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Omniopti - Ljubljana, Slovenia | Logistics | https://omniopti.si | New algorithm for multi-objective
optimization in networks, which provides several Pareto-optimal alternative routes. Currently Omniopti
is focusing on road logistics, however they also want to expand it to marine and air navigation. | Martin
Pecar, CEO | martin.pecar@omniopti.si

Owogame (OWO) - Malaga, Spain | Gaming | http://www.owogame.com | Patented haptic gaming
vest that allows players to feel over 30 different sensations in real-time while playing video games. It's
a wireless system compatible with all platforms based on electro-muscle stimulation. This patented
technology allows to create and customize different sensations. | Jose Fuertes, CEO |
jfuertes@owogame.com

Parkingstream - Athens, Greece | Smart Cities | www.parkingstream.com | Parkingstream uses
computer vision for measuring the vehicle flow. Their network of multi-purpose sensors, installed at the
corners of a city center, form a smart network that coordinates a city's smart tasks. | Christos
Pateropoulos, CEO | christos@parkingstream.com

Radiobotics - Copenhagen, Denmark | Health | http://radiobotics.com | Radiobotics applies deep
learning to analyze MSK X-ray images and generate the radiological report automatically within a few
seconds after image collection – as a diagnostic decision support tool to relieve radiologists’ huge
workload, increase efficiency of radiology departments deliver the diagnosis to the patients or other
physicians in near real-time and support a 3-fold reduction of the risk of misdiagnosis due to human
error. | Stine Sørensen, COO | stine@radiobotics.com

Renoon - Amsterdam, Netherlands | E-commerce | https://renoon.com | Renoon is a Search Platform
empowering conscious shoppers to find sustainable ways to access fashion from multiple websites at
once. As a tech-only platform, Renoon is the most convenient way for consumers to start their shopping
experience and discover the best online retailer where to finalize their purchase. | Iris Skrami, CEO |
irisskrami@renoon.com

Rezzonation - Weert, Netherlands | Entertainment | https://windowsight.com | Since music, video
and gaming categories together cover the majority of available apps, it was a simple choice for
Rezzonation to give consumers the opportunity to merge them together in the ONE app, manage them
and share with each other through interactive elements. In the ONE app consumers can connect, manage
and share their experiences in real time. | Eric Derckx, CEO | ericderckx@rezzonation.com

SpeakUPwise - Brugge, Belgium | Encryption | www.speakupwise.com | Encourage global
transparency by offering a communication platform that enables individuals to report on concerns in a
secure way and allows organizations to organize safe compliance with the new EU Whistleblowing
regulations. | Frank Staelens, CEO | frank@confidentialreporting.network
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The Original NeoCarbons - Montreux, Switzerland | Clean Tech | www.neocarbons.com | They
develop and will sell/license the patented equipment that will revolutionize the manufacture of high
value proteins by recycling CO2 emissions and/or excess atmospheric CO2 using photosynthesis and
microalgae, real time, competitively, profitably and in full respect of SDG guidelines concerning land
and water. | Jean-Louis Roux Dit Buisson, CEO | jlrb@neocarbons.com

Typewise - Zurich, Switzerland | Software | https://typewise.app | Their first product, Typewise
Keyboard is the next-generation keyboard designed specifically for two-thumb typing on smartphones.
| David Eberle, CEO | david.eberle@typewise.app

WindowSight - Barcelona, Spain | Entertainment | https://windowsight.com | WindowSight is an app
to stream art to your TV. Their mission is to provide an accessible, digital and HQ art experience by
bringing high quality digital artworks to homes worldwide and share the profits with artists. | Pol Rosset
Morera, CEO | pol@windowsight.com
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Sessions Schedule
#

Selected Companies

Country

Websites

Time
PST

Time
EST

Time
CET

9:00 AM

12:00
PM

17h00

9:20 AM

12:20
PM

17h20

9:40 AM

12:40
PM

17h40

Room #1a - TechforHealth
Advantis Medical Imaging - Paris Ziogkas, COO &
1 Head of BD
2 Ligence - Dovydas Matuliauskas, CFO
3 MJN - Jordina Arcal, Co-founder

Eindhoven, Netherlands
Vilnius, Lithuania
Blanes, Spain

http://advantis.io
https://www.ligence.io
https://mjn.cat

Eindhoven, Netherlands

https://www.radiobotics.com

10:00
AM

5 Dayrize - Austin Simms, COO

Amsterdam, Netherlands

http://dayrize.com

10:40
AM

1:40 PM 18h40

6 Renoon - Iris Skrami, CEO

Amsterdam, Netherlands

https://renoon.com

11:00
AM

2:00 PM 19h00

https://www.speakupwise.com

11:20
AM

2:20 PM 19h20

Montreux, Switzerland

https://www.neocarbons.com

11:40
AM

2:40 PM 19h40

München, Germany

https://dromni.eu

4 Radiobotics - Stine Sørensen, COO

1:00 PM 18h00

Room #1b - TechforGood

7 SpeakUPwise - Frank Staelens, CEO
The Original NeoCarbons - Jean-Louis Roux Dit
8 Buisson, CEO

Brugge, Belgium

Room #2a - TechforCity
1 Dromni - Rafael Kückelhaus, CMO & Co-founder
HOP Ubiquitous (HOPU) - Antonio Jara, CEO &
2 Founder

Murcia, Spain

https://hopu.eu

9:00 AM

12:00
PM

17h00

9:20 AM

12:20
PM

17h20

9:40 AM

12:40
PM

17h40

3 OmniOpti - Martin Pecar, CEO

Ljubljana, Slovenia

https://omniopti.si

4 ParkingStreem - Christos Pateropoulos, CEO

Athens, Greece

https://parkingstream.com

10:00
AM

1:00 PM 18h00

5 Clobot - Damiano Bonacchi, CEO

Monza, Italy

http://clobot.uk

10:40
AM

1:40 PM 18h40

6 Mirage Set - Michal Toporcer, CEO

Czech Republic & Austin,
USA

https://mirageset.com

11:00
AM

2:00 PM 19h00

https://www.mood-me.com

11:20
AM

2:20 PM 19h20

Zürich, Switzerland

https://typewise.app

11:40
AM

2:40 PM 19h40

1 Owogame - Jose Fuertes, CEO

Malaga, Spain

https://owogame.com

9:00 AM

12:00
PM

17h00

2 WindowSight - Pol Rosset Morera, CEO

Barcelona, Spain

http://windowsight.com

9:20 AM

12:20
PM

17h20

9:40 AM

12:40
PM

17h40

Room #2b - TechforBiz

7 MoodMe - Chandra De Keyser, CEO
8 Typewise - David Eberle, CEO

Brussels, Belgium

Room #3a - TechforEntertainment

3 Rezzonation - Eric Derckx, CEO
4 Crowdaa - Vigile Hoareau, CEO/CTO

Weert, Netherlands

http://www.rezzonation.com

Paris, France

https://www.crowdaa.com

10:00
AM

Barcelona, Spain

http://acqustic.com

10:40
AM

1:40 PM 18h40

https://neckphone.io

11:00
AM

2:00 PM 19h00

https://melbot.es

11:20
AM

2:20 PM 19h20

https://www.aulart.com

11:40
AM

2:40 PM 19h40

1:00 PM 18h00

Room #3b - TechforEntertainment
5 Acqustic - Esteve Lombarte Llado, CEO
6 Circulr - Enoc Armengol Bermúdez, CEO
7 Melbot Studio - Josema Roig, COO
8 Aulart - Marc Marzenit, CEO & Founder

Barcelona, Spain
Barcelona, Spain
Barcelona, Spain
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